Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
In the past, young people depended too much on their parents to make decisions for them; today
young people are better able to make decisions about their own lives.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

“Life is 10% what happens to us and 90% how we react to them” said Dennis Kimbro. People
Every human being get involved encounterswith their own diverse situations since from the day
they are born. Each person leads a life as unique as fingerprints. By the onward march of time,
they people will learn how to reach a decision and stand on their own two feet when facing
circumstances. Parents always help their young children sympathetically. In the past, young
people depended too much on their parents to make decisions for them; today young people are
better able to make decisions about their own lives. I am going to aptly delve into the most
paramount reasons to substance to illustrate my viewpoint.
The first reason coming to mind to substantiate my standpoint is concerned with this issuethe
fact that the median age at first marriage (or marriageable age) age of marriage is rising
rapidly.among the young people was low. Based on statistics, formerly more than 70% of the
young children of both genders got married under 15 years oldthe age of whether boys or girls.
Itfifteen. It is obvious that a couplea child under the age of fifteen15 years old would is not able
to maketake a firm decisions. In addition, they were nota child at that age is not financially and
emotionally autonomous. not only in money but also in feelings. I mean they; meaning they
haved emotional a great deal of dependency upon their parents. For instance, my grandfather and
grandmotherparent, on my father side, got married when my grandfather was 15 and my
grandmother was just 12 years oldat ages of fifteen and twelve respectively.. My grandfather
worked at his father’s shop at that time,. thusThus he did not have an ample income to buy a
separate house, and consequently leading them to live with his parents so they had lived with his
parent. My grandmother and her mother in law always had arguments even on rudimentary
issues. Furthermore, during which my grandfather thought he had better to abide by his parents
sentiments as opposed to his wife’s, even in personal issues. They evenalso decided to have a
baby grounded on/based on due to his parent’s decision (or desire), . My resulting in my
grandmother was just 14 when she had her first childbearing her first child at the age of fourteen.
This type of marriage and also arranged marriage more often that not ended in divorce. Whereas,
nowadays couples can freely/liberally decide not to have children at all and nobody can oblige
them to do otherwise/not to do so. This is a privacy that will be engendered when you are an
independent (self-supported) person in every aspects. That is why (ergo, that being so, that being
the case & …) nowadays young people can come to a decision on their own authority.
The last but not least reason by which the claim is justified is that our society was traditional and
undeveloped in the past, due to the lacking of knowledge. Modern technology such as social
network, and psychology websites enlightens young people (juveniles) more about their
personal livesfe. Therefore, they are more familiar with a myriad of issues such as matrimony
livesmarried life, fields they would like to study in order toand land a job, and how to be a
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successful person. Unlike the past, young people can make their own decisions that on how they
get married and when they would want to have children. Even if they want to continue their life
or not. It is undeniable that in the past divorce was a disgraceful happening in a family.
However,disgrace, whereas now it is considered as a personal decision (issue, matter). In the past
most of the young boys followed their father jobs (in their father’s footsteps). For instance, my
grandfather, on my mother side, was a mechanic and so; all his three boys became mechanics.
Presently. Whereas, children learn how to decide for their future and which vocations they want
to chooseget and how to follow their interests in life favorites. It is necessary to mention needful
to say that the definition of being successful has been changed throughout the years. In the past
children obeyed the ways which was designated as being a success in their parents’ mind (point
of view). nominated as success in their parents mind.

To recapitulate, all aforementioned grounds lead us to draw a conclusion that we will encounter
tremendous situations whether advertently or inadvertently. The key point is how to make a
decision to overcome the problems and become successful. We can gain many insights (wisdom,
guidance)guides from such as our parents’ tipsguidance (words of advice, hints, advices, help &
…) . However, nowadays young people are more independent peoplerson than before. They have
more confidence to reach their own decisions and to stand on their own two feet. Just to
summarize of my reasonsIn summation, in my point of view, low age of marriage and traditional
customssocieties were of the two most crucial reasons that caused parents to make decisions for
their young children in the past. In my perspective, theseis changes provide can lead to a
developed society.
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